Apply now

New Work SE – for a better working life
We believe in a world of work where people can ﬁnd their true self and achieve
their full potential. NEW WORK SE oﬀers a wide range of brands, products and
services for a better working life. This not only makes individuals more satisﬁed
and happier, it also makes companies more successful.

Teamlead - Payment and Billing
(m/f/x)
Our international Payment & Billing team consists of business analysts, developers and
software test engineers. We closely work with product teams to put together sales models,
provide the end-customer payment infrastructure and ensure a smooth billing process.
We do this within a complex environment involving a number of internal and external
technical interfaces where human collaboration is key to achieving success. Join our team and
get involved in lots of exciting new projects.

A challenging task
Lead an interdisciplinary team with currently ﬁve employees
Build your team and continuously develop each team member
Lead, inspire, and inﬂuence to make sure you do the right things and forster a culture to do
the things right
Collaborate with your key stakeholders (e.g. Product Development teams, Accounting, BI,
external providers and Support teams) and actively seek opportunities for collaboration
within the company

A convincing background
A sound understanding of software development from beginning to end and good technical
skills to communicate with business analysts, engineers and QA engineers. Ideally you once
were at least one of these yourself
Keen to work with best-practice agile development methods - prior experience in this ﬁeld
is deﬁnitely a plus
You understanding what it takes to build and maintain a successful application, preferably
with hands-on experience
You’re excited about understanding and optimizing technology stacks
A degree or equivalent is mandatory; a degree in computer science, economics or other
similar ﬁeld would be preferred
Excellent communication skills combined with ﬂuency in English and ideally also in German

An inspiring environment
New Work SE oﬀers a dynamic environment. As well as ﬂexible working hours, you’ll have an
opportunity to unleash your skills and acquire new ones. We oﬀer a wide range of training
courses in addition to German, English and Spanish lessons, regular team and oﬀsite events,
and lots of fun. We also provide free drinks and organic fruit as well as a ProﬁTicket public
transport ticket, restaurant vouchers and travel insurance. And let’s not forget the
smartphone or iPad that you can use privately. You’ll also be provided with a high-end
Macbook Pro, and our oﬃces have table football tables. If you’re feeling really sporty, we also
have great gym deals, and various other beneﬁts….

If you have any questions please let us know!

Tim Wiedemann

Sounds good to you? We're looking forward to hearing from you!
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